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Docket No. 020412-TP 

Filed: February 24,2003 

POST-HEARING BFUEF OF US LEC OF FLORIDA INC. 

US LEC of Florida Xnc. (“US LEC”), by its undersigned counsel, and in accordance with 

the Florida Public Service Commission’s (“Commissioii”) Prehearing Order issued on October 

29, 2002,’ respectfully submits its post-hearing brief in the above-referenced matter. 

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

US LEC is an alteiiiative local exchange carrier (“ALEC”) providing facilities-based 

services in the State of Florida2 and is interconnected with Verizon Florida, Inc. (“Verizoii”) in 

the Tampa Local Access and Transport Area (“LATA”). On December 1, 2001, US LEC and 

Verizoii began negotiating a new interconnection agreement. The parties were able to resolve 

the vast majority of issues before US LEC filed its petition with the Coinrnission requesting 

ai-bibation of nine (9) specific issues that the parties could not resolve. Since then, US LEC and 

Verizon have resolved two (2) of the issues and have withdrawn them from the arbitt-ati~n.~ 

1 Petition for nrbitmtioiz of unresolved imzm in izegotintian of interconnection agreement with 
Verzzon Florida Irzc. by US LEC of FZo7da h c . ,  Docket No. 020412-TP, Prehearing Order, Order No. PSC-02- 
1483-PHO-TP (Fla. PSC Oct. 29,2002) (“Prelzearing Order”). 

Applications for certificates to provide alternative local exchange teleplzorze service, Notice of 
Proposed Agency Action Order Granting Certificates to Provide Alternative Local Exchange Telecommunications 
Service, Ordei- No. PSC-97-1.604-FOF-TX (Fla. PSC Dec. 22, 1997). 

Issues 4 and 9 identified m US LEC’s Petition for Arbitration have been settled through 
continuing good faith negotiation between the parties. 
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US EEC’s basic positions with regards to the remaining issues are as follows: 

Issues 1 and 2 collectively involve US LEC’s right to choose tlie method by which it will 

interconnect with Verizon in each LATA, the number of Points of Interconnection (“POIS”) that 

US LEC establishes in each LATA, whether Verizon can require US LEC to identify more POIs 

than the law requires, and the allocation of costs between US LEC and Verizon for transporting 

calls originating on each of their networks. Consistent with state and federal law, US LEC is 

authorized to select the interconnection point and method, and to require Verizon to bear the 

financial responsibility of delivering its originating traffic to the POI chosen by US LEC. 

Issues 3 deals with whether the parties are obligated to pay each other reciprocal 

compensation for terminating calls to Voice Information Service Providers. State and federal 

law make cleai- that US LEC is entitled to reciprocal compensation foi- the termination and/or 

delivery of traffic that Verizon has defined as “Voice Infomiation Services” traffic. 

Issue 5 concerns whether the parties will continue to use the traditional industry 

noineiiclature of “originating party”l“temiinating party” in connection with the exchange of 

traffic, or wliether Verizon will be allowed to introduce the entirely new concept of a “receiving 

party” instead of a “terniinating party.” Verizon has failed to proffer any reasonable basis why 

the parties should abandon the traditional reference to a “terminating party” in the agreement. 

Issue 4 asks whether, in calculating their reciprocal compensatioii obligations, the parties 

will continue to utilize tlie NPA/NXX of the calling and called numbers as the factors deter- 

mining whether a call is billed as local or toll, or whether they will be required to change that 

historical system and, instead, determine their obligations based on the actual, physical end- 

points of the originating and teimiiiating callers. Because tlie FCC has juksdictioii over 
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intercarrier compensation for ISP-bound traffic, this issue concerns only voice t r a f f i ~ . ~  Limiting 

the issue to voice traffic, it is clear that, notwithstanding the fact that the traffic may technically 

be interexchange traffic, the parties’ historical practice of billing each other reciprocal 

compensation for these calls and the techiological and economic burdens of implementing 

Verizon’s proposed new system outweigh any conceivable benefits and, therefore, the 

Cormnission should reject Verizon’s proposal. 

Issue 7 addresses the compensation framework that will govem the parties’ reciprocal 

compensatioii obligations for terminating calls to Intemet Service Providers (“ISPs”) in the event 

the compensation framework in the FCC’s IS.. Renzand Order is vacated or reversed on appeaL5 

Verizon’s proposal would likely result in unnecessary negotiations and costly litigation. 

Finally, Issue 8 deals with whether Verizon should be permitted to change its non-tariffed 

charges during the terni of the agreement, i. e., those fixed by the parties during their negotiations 

of the interconnection agreement, or whether such charges must remain fixed for the entire term. 

In its consideration of the remaining issues, the Commission is guided by the principles 

established iii its recent Reciprocal Compensation OrderG which resolved many of these issues iiz 

US LEC’s favor. And, as US LEC clearly demonstrates herein, consistent with state and federal 

law, and public policy of promoting competition in local markets, the Commission should find 

for US LEC on the remaining issues. 

~~~ ~ 

Iizvestigation into appropriate metlzods to conzpeizsate carriers for  exclzaizge of tmafic subject to 
Section 251 of the Te2ecommurzications Act of 199G, Docket No. 000075-TP (PHASE I), Order Approving 
Stipulation, Order No. PSC-02-0634-AS-TP (Fla. PSC May 7,2002). 

Implenzeiztntion of the Local Competition Provisions in the Teelecor?.ir?aurzicatioizs Act of 19915; 
Irztevcnl-riel- Cornpeizsation for ISP-Bound Tmflc ,  CC Docket Nos. 96-98, 99-68, Order on Remand and Repoi-t and 
Order FCC 01-131 (rel. Apr. 27, 2002) (“ISF‘ Remaid Order.”), reinmifed, WorMCom v. FCC, 288 F.3d 429 
(D.C.Cn. May 3, 2002). 

Investigation iii to appropriate metkods to compensate carriers for exclzange of traffic subject to 
Section 251 of the Telecommunicatiorzs Act of 1996, Docket No. 000075-TP (PHASES II an IU), Order an 
Reciprocal Compensation, Order No. PSC-02-1248-FOF-TP (Fla. PSC Sept. 10, 2002) (“ReciprocaE-Comperrsation 
Order”); Irzvestigation into appropriate methods to cornpelisate carriers for exchange of trufic subject to Section 

4 
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ISSUES OF FACT, LAW, AND POLICY 

ISSUE 1: 

US LEC: 

ISSUE 2: 

US LEC: 

Is US LEC permitted t o  select a single interconnection point (IP) per local 
access and transport area (LATA), to select the interconnection method, and 
to require Verizon to bear the financial responsibility to deliver its 
originating traffic to the IP chosen by US LEC? 

****Pursuant to state and federal law, US LEC bas the right to choose a single IP 
per LATA at any technically feasible point and each originating camer must bear 
the cost of delivering its originating traffic to the IP selected by US LEC.**** 

If US LEC establishes its own collocation site at a Verizon end office, can 
Verizon request US LEC to designate that site as a US LEC IP and impose 
additional charges on US LEC if US LEC declines that request? 

****Under 47 U.S.C. 5 251(c)(2)(B), Verizon must provide US LEC 
interconnection at any technically feasible point selected by US LEC. Therefore, 
Verizon cannot require US LEC either to designate a site as a US LEC IP, 
including US LEC’ s own collocation site, or pay additional charges. * * * * 

Issues 1 and 2 concern the manner in which the parties will implement their respective 

iiitercoimection and compensation duties into contract language that will goveiii their exchange 

of traffic. This Commission has already rejected Verizon’s VGRIPs position as inconsistent 

with federal law and it should do so again in this arbitration and adopt US LEC’s position on 

Issues 1 and 2. 

Summary of IUS EEC’s and Verizon’s Positions 

US LEC’s position is straightforward and would allow the parties to continue operating 

using their existing network intercoimection architecture and transport compensation 

arrangeinents. Specifically, under US LEC’s proposal, US LEC would select the POI(s) or 

physical IP where the parties exchange traffic and the method of interconnection used at the 

POI(s). Each party would bear the financial obligation of delivering its originating traffic to the 

POI(s) selected by US LEC and, to the extent Verizon uses US LEC transport to deliver its 

originating traffic from the POI@) to US LEC’s network, Verizon would pay US LEC a non- 

distance sensitive entrance facility for the use of such transport. 

251 of the Telecomr~zt~r~icatioizs Act of 1996, Docket No. 000075-TP, Order Denying Motions for Reconsideration, 
Order No. PSC-03-0059-FOF-TF’ (Fla. PSC Jan. 8, 2003). 
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In contrast, Verizon characterizes its proposal as offering US LEC three “options.” First, 

Verizon wants the right to designate the IP, or, given that US LEC has already designated its Ips 

in the Verizon LATA in which it provides service in Florida,’ to require US LEC to transition to 

additional IPS. Montano Direct at 6-7. Second, Verizon wants to designate tlie method US LEC 

must use to interconnect with Verizon, specifically collocation, even though collocation is not a 

part of US LEC’s historic or current network architecture. Montano Direct at 7; Hoffmann 

Direct at 3.1. Third, if US LEC fails to establish the physical IPS requested by Verizon, then 

Verizon intends to penalize US LEC by imposing transport charges for Verizon’s originating 

traffic, from tlie Verizon end office to US LEC’s ??--even for transporting Verizon’s originating 

traffic within the local calEing area. Moiitano Direct at 7 ;  D ’ h i c o  Direct at 15, 

Even though the parties have operated under their existing network architecture for nearly 

four years, VGRIPs would give Verizon the right to “request” that US LEC alter the existing 

architecture and agree to a new xchitecture within 30 days. Hoffinann Direct at 9. Moreover, 

Verizon’s proposals would violate both FCC rules and the Commission’s prior rulings by 

requiring US LEC to bear Verizon’s transport costs froin the originating end office. Hoffmann 

Direct at 10, 12-13; Montaiio Direct at 7. As US LEC will show, its proposal to resolve Issues 1 

and 2 is coiisistent with federal law and rules and the Cormnission’s recent interpretation of those 

rules in its Recipvocnl Compensation Order. The Commission should therefore adopt US LEC’s 

position on Issues I and 2. 

Qverview of Applicable Federal and State Law 

The Act and FCC rules define each party’s interconnection and compensation rights and 

duties. Section 25 1 (c)(2) imposes special interconnection duties on incumbent local exchange 

carriers (“ILECs”), such as Verizonb8 For example, the Act and the FCC recognize that new 

entrants, such as US LEC, must be able to determine the most efficient location for the exchange 

Verizon has thee  tandems in the Tampa LATA. US LEC has established POIs at two of those 
tandems where US LEC has numbers and has been assigned NXX codes. Additionally, US LEC lias agreed that 
where it delivers at least 200,000 MOUs/month to a Verizon end office, it will establish direct end office t runks  to 
that Verizoii end office. Hofhann Direct at 8. 

7 

8 47 U.S.C. 3 25 1 (c)(2). 
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of traffic. Montano Direct at 8. Thus, the Act grants ALECs, not Verizon, the right to select the 

POUdefault IP, which Verizon must provide at any technically feasible point selected by US 

LEC.’ Montano Direct at 8. Notably, the Act does not define the tenns POI or IP, although in 

interpreting the Act, the FCC has used the two terms interchangeably when discussing an ILEC’s 

interconnection duties. l o  

The interaction between tlie parties’ interconnection duties and their compensation 

obligations determines the financial responsibilities each party bears for transporting its 

originating traffic. Both US LEC and Verizon are subject to Section 25 l(b)(5).” This Section 

requires that each party: (i) establish reciprocal compensation arrangements for tlie transport and 

temination of telecommunications;’” * (ii) bear financial responsibility for transporting its 

originating telecommunications traffic to the point of interconnection selected by the requesting 

carrier;’3 and (iii) compensate the terminating carrier for the tran~port’~ and termination services 

provided to teiminate the call. Together, Verizon’s interconnection and compensation duties, 

sometimes referred to as “the i-ules of the road,’’ require Verizon to bear financial responsibility 

for delivering traffic originated by its customers to US LEC’s chosen POI.’G Montano Direct at 

4. 

9 47 U.S.C. 6 251(c)(2)(B), 
CJ Inzplerneritation of the Lucd Conzpeti fion Provisions in the Telecor~imurzicatiorzs Act of 1996, 

CC Docket No. 96-98, First Report and Order, 11 FCC Rcd 15499, yq 207, 209 (rel. Aug. 8, 1996) (subsequent 
history omitted) (“Local Competition Order”) (points of interconnection) with LocaE Competition Order at 7 209, 
21 1 (interconnection points). 

10 

11 47 U.S.C. 5 251(b)(5). 
12 47 U.S.C. 8 251(b)(5). 
13 47 C.F.R. 9 51.703(b); Local Competition Order at 77 1042, 1062; Petitiorz of WorldCorn, Inc. 

Pursuant to Section 252(e)(5) of the Coininumiications Act for Preemption of the Jurisdictiorz of the Virginia State 
C o r ~ o  ratio 11 Co miniss io 11 Regarding Iii tercon ne ct ion Disputes with Ver izon Virginia Im., and for Expedited 
Arbitration, CC Docket Nos. 00-218 et al., Memorandum Opinion and Order, DA 02-1731, at 7 52 (rel. Jul. 17, 
2002) (“FCC Arbitration Order”). This Commission adopted a similar principle in its generic docket where it held 
that “an originating carrier has tlie responsibility for delivering its traffic to tlie point(s) of interconnection 
designated by the alternative local exchange cairier (ALEC) in each LATA for the mutual exchange of traffic.” 
Reciprocal Compensation Order at 25. 

FCC rules define transport as “the transinksion.. . of telecommunications traffic.. .from the 
interconnection point between the two cai-riers to the teiminating cauier’s end office switch that directly sei-ves the 
called party,’’ 47 C.F.R. 5 51.701(c). 

14 

47 U.S.C. 5 251(b)(5).; 47 C.F.R. 8 5  51.701(e), 51.703(e). 
TSR Wireless, LLC. v. U S West ~ommunications, Inc., File Nos. E-98-13, E-98-15, E-98-16, E- 

98-17, E-98-18, Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 00-194, 7 34 (rel. June 21, 2000) (“TSR Wireless”) 

15 
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Requiring the originating LEC to bear the costs of delivering its originating traffic to the 

POI selected by the ALEC, and to compensate the terminating LEC for the transport and 

temiination fiinctions it performs, is consistent with .the current calling-party ’ s-network-pays 

(“CPW”) regime.I7 As the FCC has found, a LEC’s costs of delivering its originating traffic to 

the network of a co-carrier are recovered in the LEC’s end users’ rates. The FCC has explained 

its rationale as follows: 

In essence, the originating carrier holds itself out as being 
capable of transmitting a telephone call to any end user, and is 
responsible for  paying the cost of delivering dlze call to the 
network of the co-carrier who will then terminate the call. Under 
the Commission’s regulations, the cost of the facilities used to 
deliver this traffic is the originating carrier’s responsibility, 
because these facilities are part of the originating carrier’s network. 
The originating carrier secovers the costs of tlzese facilities 
through the rates it clzarges its own customers fur making calls. 
This regime represents “rules ofthe road” under which all carriers 
operate, and which make it possible for one company’s customer 
to call any other customer even if that customer is served by 
another telephone conipaiiy. * 

Although the FCC is considering modifications to the traditional CPNP regime and its 

rules of the road, to date the FCC has yet to adopt any such new rules.” Therefore, the 

Commission must apply existing FCC rules to resolve Issues I and 2. 

Pre-enipting and standing in the place of tlie Virginia Cormnission, the FCC’s Wireline 

Competition Bureau (“Wireline Bureau”) considered Verizon Virginia’s arguments concerning 

the interpretation of the FCC’s rules and paragraphs 1.99 and 209 of the Local Cornpetition 

Orderzo (the paragraphs on which Verizon relies to support VGRIPs) and it resolved that dispute 
~ ~ ._ 

(emphasis added), afrd,  Qwesst Corp. et al. v FCC et al, 252 F.3d 462 (D.C. Cir. 2001); I n  the Matter of Developing 
CI UniJed Intercarrier Compe~snfiorz Regime, CC Docket No. 01-92, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 0 1-132, 
at 7 70 (rel. Apr. 27,200 1) (“1ntercari’ier Cor7zperzsatiorz NPRM”); FCC Arbitration Order- at 7 67, 

17 

19 

Iiztercai-rier Coi.vlpematioi7 NPRM at 1 9. 
TSR Wireless at T[ 34 (emphasis added). 
Intercairier Coiizperzsatiori NPRM at 7 1 12- 14. 
Verizon argues that the Comiission should disregard the FCC Arbitratiorz Order as precedent that 

is applicable to tliis case because of certain alleged “failures.” D’Amico Direct at 10-1 1. Specifically, Verizon 
claims that tlie Wireline Bureau did not “address” or “distinguish” Verizon’ s arguments about the “expensive” 
intercomectioii exception recognized by paragraphs 199 and 209 of the Local Competitioiz Order and did not note 
the Penrzsylvnnia 271 Order’s endorsement of Verizon’s “policies.” D’Amico Direct at 1 I -  12. Verizon’s claims are 

18 
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by rejecting VGRIPs entirel~.~’ In addition, the Wireline Bureau clarified that under FCC rules, 

Verizon must also compensate the competitive local exchange camer (“CLEC”)/ALEC for the 

dedicated transport that tlie CLEUALEC provides from the POI to the CLEC/ALEC’s switch, at 

which point the termination portion of reciprocal compensation applies.** 

Verizon tip-toes around and ignores applicable state law because it does not support its 

arguments- Is’Ami~o Direct at 5-6; Muiisell Rebuttal at 6-7. In the recent arbitration involving 

AT&T and BellSouth, the Cornrnissioii ruled that “AT&T should be permitted to designate the 

interconnection points in each LATA for the mutual exchange of traffic, with both parties 

assunling financial respoiisibility for bringing their traffic to the AT&T designated 

interconnection More recently, the Comnission also generally considered the FCC ’s 

rules and specifically rejected the arguments made by Verizon “that a point of interconnection 

and an interconnection point are separate entities because the distinction lacks any discemable 

a~ thor i ty . ”~~  Instead, the Commission i-uled that “ALECs have the exclusive right to unilaterally 

designate single POIs for the mutual exchange of telecommunications traffic at any technically 

feasible location QII an incumbent’s network within a LATA”, and that “an originating carrier 

misplaced and the Commission should not abandon the FCC Arbitration Order as guidance based solely on 
Verizon ’s allegations. Verizon clearly raised its “expensive” interconnection and Peiznsylvania 2 71 Order 
arguments before the Wireline Bureau and the WireIine Bureau unmistakably considered and distinguished the FCC 
statements in those orders. FCC Arbitration Order at 17 50, 53 ,  n.123, 54; see also Md. Tr. at 206-7. It was not 
arbitrary and capricious for tlie Wireline Bureau to consider and reject Verizon’s arguments. Indeed, “[w]hen an 
agency considers a particular factor and rationally concludes that it should not affect its decision, the agency is not 
acting arbitrady. It is exercising the judgment Congress entrusted to it.” Valztevision Interizational, Inc. v. FCC, 
149 F.3d 1204, 1210 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (denying petition for review based on allegations that FCC arbitrarily and 
capriciously ignored factors raised by petitioner). 

21 FCC Arbitration Or-der at on 39, 5 1-54. 
FCC Arbitration Order. at 751 66, 67 n. 187. The FCC Arbitration Order provides a succinct 

summaiy of tlie obligations Verizon bears under federal ides:  ( I )  competitive LECs have the right, subject to 
questions of tecluiical feasibility, to detemiine where tliey will interconnect with, and deliver their traffic to, the 
llicuiiibeiit LEC’s network; (2) competitive LECs may, at their option, intercom” with the incumbent LEC’s 
network at only one place in a LATA; (3) all LECs are obligated to bear the cost of delivering traffic originating on 
their networks to interconnecting LECs’ networks for ternination; and (4) competitive LECs may refise to permit 
other LECs to collocate at their facilities. 

Petition by AT&T Communications of the Souther-n States, Inc., d/b/a AT&T for Arbitration of 
Certain Terms and Coizditiorzs of a Proposed Agreement with BellSouth Tekcommunications, Inc., Pursuant to 47 
U.S. C. Secliorz 252, Docket No. 00073 1-TP, Filial Order on Arbitration, Order No. PSC-01-1402-FOF-TPY at 41 
(Fla. PSC June 28,2001). 

22 
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24 Reciprocal Compensation Osder at 25. 



has the responsibility for delivering its traffic to the point(s) of interconnection designated by the 

alternative local exchange carrier (ALEC) in each LATA for the mutual exchange of traffic.”25 

Verizon relies heavily 011 the Sprint arbitration decision in which the Commission 

directed Sprint to compensate BellSouth when BellSouth delivers its originating traffic to a 

Sprint POI outside of the local calling area.2G D’Arnico Direct at 5-6; Munsell Rebuttal at 3. 

However, the Sprint decision predated both the AT&T arbitration decision and the 

Comniission’s Reciprocal Compensation Order. Montano Direct at 6, 10-1 1. Moreover, the 

Recipvocal Compensation Order was the result of a generic proceeding that govems all LECs, 

and the individual arbitrations are only binding on the ILEC and ALEC that participated in each 

arbitration. Montano Direct at 6. Conmission precedent supports US LEC’s position that 

Verizoii is required to bear the costs of delivering its originating traffic to the POI selected by US 

LEC, and to compensate US LEC for the transpoxt and termination functions it performs. 

Montano Rebuttal at 3-4. 

Verizoii also cites to other state commission orders that have approved Verizon’s 

VGRXPs proposal or arrangements similar to VGRIPs. D’Arnico Direct at 8-10. However, these 

orders are not binding on this Coinmission. Instead, , the Commission’s recent ReciprocnE 

Compensntioiz Order is the most persuasive precedent for the Commission to follow. At the 

same time, however, should the Commission decide to consider decisions from other states, it is 

quite clear that other state cormnksions have rejected proposals similar to VGRIPs and adopted 

proposals similar to US LEC’s. For example, in rejecting BellSouth’s efforts to require an IP in 

each BellSoutli local calling area, the Kentucky Public Service Commission approved Level 3’s 

proposal to require each LEC to bear financial responsibility for delivering its traffic to the POI 

selected by Level 3 .27 Coinmissions in Michigan,28 New Yorl~,~’ and Pennsylvania 

25 RecQrocal Conipeizsatiorz Order. at 25. 
Petition of Sprint Conmurzications Company Limited Partriership for Ai*bitraiioiz of Certain 

Uizresolved Terms and Coriditiorzs of n Proposed Renewal of Current Iiztei*conriectiorz Agreement with BellSouth 
Telecoiiznz~i~zzcatiorzs, hzc. , Docket No. 000828-TP, Final Order on Arbitration, Order No. PSC-01- 1095-FOF-TP , at 
36 (Fla. PSC May 8, 2001). 

Petition of Level 3 Cornnztmicntioiis, LLC for Arbitration with BellSouth Telecoinmuizicatiolis, Innc. 
Pursuant tu Sectioii 2520)  of the Cornmuizications Act of 1934, as Amended by the Teleconzmunicatiorzs Act of 

26 

21 
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(Recommended Decision of the ALJ)30 have reached the same results. Therefore, to the extent 

the Commission gives any weight at all to out-of-state precedent, it must also consider the 

precedent that supports US LEC’s position on Issues 1 and 2. 

US LEC’s Proposal Is Coizsisteizt with Federal A i d  State Law 

As both of US LEC’s witnesses testified, the parties’ current interconnection architecture 

is worlung and US LEC sees no reason to change it. Hoffmann Direct at 10-1 1; Montan0 Direct 

at 9. The fact that the parties executed an intercoimection agreement and interconnected in the 

Tampa LATA in 1998 (Hofhann Direct at 7), and are currently operating under these 

arrangements, is substantial evidence that US LEC’s requested points and method of 

interconnection are technically feasiblem3 * Because Verizon has not offered any evidence to 

show that US EEC’ s requested interconnection architecture is not technically feasible, Verizon 

has a duty to provide it.32 

The parties’ current network iiiterconnectioii arrangements also are consistent with the 

requirement that Verizon bear the costs of delivering its originating traffic to US LEC’s 

US LEC picks up Verizon’s originating traffic at its POI at Verizon’s tandem and is 

compensated for a non-distance sensitive entrance facility to deliver Verizon’s traffic to US 

LEC’s switch (in addition to receiving compensatioii for terminating the call). Hofhiann 

Rebuttal at 8-9. This is consistent with Verizon’s duty to compensate US LEC for transport 

1996, Case No. 2000-404, Order, 1-4 (Ky. PSC March 14, 2001). The Kentucky Conmission required Level 3 to 
establish an additional. POI once traffic reached an OC-3 threshold. 

Petition of Level 3 Cor?2muizicntioizs, LLC for Arbitration Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the 
Fedeid  Telecoriinzi1izicntions Act of 1996 to Establish an Intercorznectior7 Agreenzeilt with Ameriteclz Michigan, 
Case No. U-12460, Opinion and Order, 33-35 (Mich. PSC Oct. 24, 2000). The Michigan Commission required 
Level 3 to establish an additional POI once traffic reached an OC- 12 threshold. 

Joirzb Petition of AT&T Conmuiiicntioizs of New Yorlc, h c . ,  TCG New Yor-k Inc. and ACC Telecom 
Corp. Pur-stinrzt to Section 252@) of the Telecommiirzicatiors Act of 1996 for. Arbitration to Establish an 
Inter^corz~zection Agreement with Verizon New I’ork Irzc., Case 0 1 -C-0095, Order Resolving Arbitration Issues, 25-23 
(N.Y. PSC Jul. 26, 2001) (finding that each carrier is fiiiancially responsible for delivering its originating traffic, 
including originating VNXX traffic, to the POI). 

Petition of US LEC of Peiznsylvnrzin, h c . ,  for  Arbitration with Verizorz Pemsylvaizia, k., 
Pursunrzt to Section 252(b) of the Telecoiniiztiizications Act of 1996, Docket No. A-3 1081 4F7000, Recommended 
Decision, at 9- 17 (Pa. PUC Sept. 13,2002) ~‘Peizmyhaizia Recormzencled Decision”). 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 
47 C.F.R. $8 51.305(c), 51.321(c). 
47 C.F.R. $8 51.302(e), 51.321(d). 
FCC Arbitration Order- at  7 52; Rec@r.ocaI Compensation Order at 25; TSR Wii-eless at 7 34. 

7 -  
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under Section 251(b)(5) and FCC Rules 51.701, 51.703, and 51.70934 and should continue under 

US LEC’s proposal, Hofhann Rebuttal at 3, 6-7. Furthermore, the non-distance sensitive 

pricing of the entrance facility resolves entirely any concern of Vel-izon’s that its costs could 

vary based upon the distance between the POI and US LEC’s switch: it ensures that Verizon 

would not bear a greater transport obligation if US LEC’s switch was located some distance from 

Verizon’s tandem. H o f h a m  Rebuttal at 8-9. 

In sum, US LEC’s network architecture is consistent with federal and state requirements. 

Pursuant to the Commission’s Recipmcal Compensation Order and the FCC’s rules of the road, 

Verizon is responsible for delivering its originated traffic to the US LEC designated POI for the 

mutual exchange of traffic and for coinpensating US LEC for the transport it uses to deliver its 

originating traffic to US LEC’s network.35 Because US LEC’s proposal is consistent with 

applicable law, the Commission should adopt it, 

Verizon’s Proposal Is Not Consistent with Either Federal Or State Law 

As mentioned above, Verizon describes its VGRIPs proposal as including three 

“options.” At the core of Verizon’s VGRIPs proposal, however, is the reality that Verizon would 

either deny US LEC its right under federal law to designate the POI and method of 

intercoimectioii, or penalize US LEC for exercising its federal rights by charging US LEC for the 

transport capacity used to deliver traffic that oviginntes on Verizon’s 11etw01-k.~~ Hoffmann 

Direct at 9-10; D ’ b i c o  Direct at 15. Mr. Hoffmann described this transpoi-t penalty as follows: 

(1) the penalty starts with a lower reciprocal compensation rate than the rate negotiated by the 

parties; (2) Verizon’s distance-sensitive transport rate (measured froin the end office to US 

LEC’s IP) is deducted from this lower reciprocal compensation rate; (3) Verizon’s tandem 

switching rate is furthei- deducted; and (4) to the extent Verizon buys transport form US LEC or 

a tliii-d party, those “other costs” also are deducted. Hoffmann Rebuttal at 3-5; Md. Tr. at 112- 

116. By Mr. Hofhaim’s calculation, if the cost of tandem switching is included in the transport 

See nlso FCC Arbitration Order- at 77 66, 67 n. 187. 
Reciprocal Compensation Order at 25; TSR Wireless at 7 34. 
FCC Arbitration Order at fi 67 11. 187; see nlso 47 C.F.R. $5 5 1.703(b), 5 1.709(b). 

34 

35 

36 
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penalty that US LEC would incur under VGRIPs (under US LEC’s current network architecture), 

the revised calculation demonstrates that Verizon would deprive US LEC of approximately 87% 

of the reciprocal compensation rate it otherwise is entitled to under current law. Hofhann 

Rebufdal at 3. 

The only federal authority Verizon cites in support of its position that it may shift aZZ of  

its originating transport costs to US LEC are two vague quotes from the FCC’s LocaZ 

Conzpetition Order37 and some equally vague quotes from the FCC’s order approving Verizon’s 

Section 271 application to provide long distance service in Pem~sylvania.~~ D ’ h i c o  Direct at 9, 

10-1 2. With respect to the “expensive interconnection” quotes plucked from the Local 

Competition Ordeu, Verizon does not and cannot point to any FCC rule or order interpreting 

when a particular interconnection arrangement is “expensive.” Nor does Verizon explain how 

those statements support shifting all of Verizon’s originating transport costs to US LEC (as 

opposed to only “expensive” transport costs incurred by Verizon)--costs that Verizon is already 

compensated for by its end users. 

Verizon relies on the PennsyZvnnia 2 7i’ Order as “evidence” that VGRIPs complies with 

current FCC rules. D’Amico Direct at 11. This Cormnission has already disagreed with 

Verizon’s position and found that VGRIPs does not comply with FCC n~les.~’ Moreover, even a 

cursory reading of tlie Pennsylvania 271 Ouder demonstrates that the FCC simply said that 

Verizon’s policies of separating the POI (physical point of demarcation) fiom the IP (financial 

point of demarcation) do not violate FCC rules. Nowhere in the Pennsylvania 271 Order did the 

FCC approve of Verizon’s specific VGRIPs contract language or Verizon’s policy of shifting all 

of its originating transport costs to a CLEC/ALEC. This is because, as the ECC has explained 

37 

38 
Local Conzpetilion Order at 17 199, 209. 
Application of Verizon Perznsylvarzia Irzc., et al. fur Authorization to Provide In-Region, 

Irztel-LATA Services iiz PeizrzsyEvamh, 16 FCC Rcd 174 19 (2001) (LLPeizrzsylvarzia 271 Order”). US LEC anticipates 
that Verizon also will quote dicta from the FCC’s ISP Reiizand Order. However, the ISP Remand Order. had nothing 
to do with interpreting an ILEC’s interconnection obligations under federal law. Rather, tlie Order concei-ned 
intercanier compensation obligations foi- ISP-bound traffic, a contentious issue with which this Commission is quite 
familiar. 

39 Reciprocal Compensation Order at 25-26. 
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repeatedly, its Section 271 orders do not resolve ‘hew and unresolved disputes about the precise 

content of an incumbent LEC’s obligations to its c~mpeti tors .”~~ Rather, it is thls Cormnission’s 

fimction as an arbitrator to resolve such disputes and to. adopt contract language that implements 

each party’s obligations. Because this Commission has already considered this issue at least 

twice, in the AT& T Arbitration and the Reciprocal Compensation Order, aiid rejected Verizon’s 

position each time, it should reject Verizon’s position again in this proceeding and adopt US 

LEC’s. 

Verizoiz Has Not Met Its Burden of Proof 

Verizon bases its limiting interpretation of FCC rules on language in the FCC’s Local 

Competition Order coiiceming so-called “expensive” forms of interconnection. D ’ Amico Direct 

at 18. Notably absent from Mr. D ’ h i c o ’ s  testimony is any citation to a FCC rule or order 

setting standards for state commissions to follow in determining whether a particular form of 

interconnection is “expensive.” This is because, although the FCC is considering such an 

exemption, none exists under current FCC m l e ~ . ~ ~  Indeed, the FCC is exploring factors that 

could cause a particular interconnection arrangement to be “expensive,” including, but not 

limited to, the balance of traffic and the location of the delivery point.42 And as Mr. Hoffinann 

testified, any combinatioii of factors, including volume aiid balance of traffic, availability of 

facilities, and distance, could affect whether a particular interconnection arrangement is 

expensive. Hoffmann Direct at 18; Md. Tr. at 132. Even Mr. D’Amico admitted that Verizon’s 

costs could vary based on balance of traffic, distance, and terrain. Md. Tr. at 180-2. Yet Verizon 

stubbomly insists that the Coinmissioii ignore these factors that influence whether a particular 

Joiizt Application by SBC Corizmtrnicatioizs Irzc., et al., for Pi-ovisiorz of In-Region, IiiterLATA 
Services in Knrisas and OkEahonza, 16 FCC Rcd 6237, 7 19 (20011, u r d  in part and remanded, Sprint 
Curniizirnicatiorzs Co. 11. FCC, 274 F.3d 549 (D.C. Cir. 2001). 

Irziem”er Coniyensaiion NPRM at 7 112-14. 
Intercarrier Conzpeizsntion NPRM at 7 1 14. 

SO 

41 

42 
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interconnection arrangement is “expensive” and adopt instead Verizon’ s unilateral and simplistic 

definition that interconnection is “expensive” as soon as the call leaves the local calling area. 

Md. Tr. at 182. . -  

Even if the claimed “expensive” intercoimection exception did exist, however, Verizon 

has not met its burden of proof to qualify for it. Montano Rebuttal at 4-6. First, the Act and 

FCC rules require Verizon to charge cost-based rates and to submit cost studies to support those 

rates.43 Moiitano Rebuttal at 4-5. However, Verizon admits in response to US LEC’s request for 

production of documents that it does not have any such studies.44 Montano Rebuttal at 6. 

Moreover, even though Verizon is currently financially responsible for delivering its originating 

traffic to US LEC’s network (Hoffmaim Direct at 14), Verizon has made no effort to quantify in 

any manner the costs it incurs under the current arrangement, or the costs it might incur under 

US LEC’s proposal for the successor agreement. Md. Tr. at 171-2, 179-80. Verizon’s only 

effort to establish the costs it incurs to deliver traffic to US LEC’s chosen IP is through the use of 

hypotheticals and summary conclusions that are not supported by record evidence. These 

arguments do not come close to satisfying Verizon’s burden of proof under FCC Rule 5 1,50S(e). 

Second, Verizon would also have to demonstrate that it is not already compensated for 

the costs of delivering traffic originated by its customers through the revenues it receives for 

pi-oviding the full range of services to those customers.45 Montano Rebuttal at 4-5. Verizon has 

presented no evidence that it does not already recover the cost of delivering its originating traffic 

to US LEC through the rates Verizoiz charges its customers. Mr. D’Amico implied that 

Verizon’s local rates only recover the costs of delivering Verizon’s originating traffic within the 

43 

44 
47 U.S.C. 5 252(d); 47 C.F.R. 5 51.5051e). 
Ex. 6 - Verizon Response to US LEC Request for Production of Documents 1 and 2 (Sept. 20, 

TSR Wireless at 7 34. 
2002). 

45 
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local calling area, while Verizon’s toll rates recover the costs of delivering Verizon’s originating 

traffic outside of the local calling area. D’Amico Direct at 13-14. Yet, as Mr. Hoffmann 

testified, Verizon could also receive compensation fi-om other sources, such as subsidies. Md. 

Tr. at 72. Indeed, at the Maryland hearing, Mr. Haynes admitted that above-cost rates for other 

services provided by Verizon do contribute to recovering the costs that Verizon incurs to provide 

local service. Md. Tr. at 473. 

Third, Mr. D’Amico’s claim that Verizon would be required to perfonn additional 

fimctions under US LEC’s proposal is incoirect. As Mr. D’Amico himself admitted, Verizon 

transports calls within a local calling area, and perhaps outside of it to a local tandem, and 

performs tandem switching when a call is completed between two Verizoii customers. Md. Tr. at 

193-6. Yet under VGRIPs, Verizon refuses to perfonn those same fuiictions for US LEC 

without additional conipensation, and yet it will continue to charge its end users the same rate. 

Md. Tr. at 193-6. In short, VGRIPs option thee would enable Verizon to receive additional 

compensation fkoin US LEC for the same Eunctions it normally performs for its local service rate. 

In sum, because Verizoii failed to introduce appropriate evidence, it is impossible to 

deterrniiie if US LEC’s preferred method of interconnection is “expensive.” Montan0 Rebuttal at 

4-7. Further, because Verizon has not shown that the rates it receives from its customers are 

insufficient, there is no factual basis to suppoi-t Verizon’s claim that it incurs uncompensated 

costs iii delivering traffic to US LEC. D’Aniico Direct at 12, 14. If the Commission were to 

adopt Verizon’s proposal without also requiring Verizoii to prove its “expensive” cost, and 

despite its finding in the RecipvocnZ Compensntion Order, this Commission would have to ignore 

the fact that Verizon, through its own chosen network design, contributes to the cost of 

interconnecting its network with US LEC’s. Montan0 Rebuttal at 5 .  The Commission also 
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would have to ignore the fact that Verizon is already receiving compensation fiom its customers 

for providing them access to the public switched telephone network and, therefore, could be 

compensated twice for performing one function. Montano Rebuttal at 5-6, While it may be 

theoretically possible to calculate the cost differential that Verizon claims exists, it is Verizon 

who bears the burden of proof in showing its Verizon has made absolutely no effort to 

do so. Moiitano Rebuttal at 6. It is therefore irrelevant whether it is “possible” to use the 

Commission-approved UNE rates to calculate the costs Verizoii allegedly incurs to deliver traffic 

to US LEC.47 

ISISUE 3: Is US LEC entitled to reciprocal compensation for terminating and/or 
delivering “Voice Information Services” traffic? 

US LEC: ****Yes. The traffic that Verizon now seeks to define as Voice Information 
Service traffic fits completely within the definition of traffic that is eligible for 
reciprocal compensation under the agreement.**** 

At issue is whether US LEC is entitled to be paid reciprocal compensation for terminating 

“Voice Iiifoiination Services” traffic. As stated in US LEC’s Petition, and in the testimony of 

Ms. Wanda Montano, Verizon seeks to define an entire category of traffic that it wants the 

Coinmission to exclude froin the parties’ reciprocal coinpensation obligations. Montano Direct 

at 16. Verizon first defines “Voice Information Services Traffic” as a class of traffic that 

“provides [i] recorded voice announcement infoxmation or [ii] a vocal discussion program open 

to the public.” (Verizon Template, Additional Services Attachment, Section 5.1). Then, without 

any sound basis in law or fact, Verizoii asks the Commission to exclude the defined class of 

traffic fi-om its reciprocal compensation obligations in an effort to deprive US LEC of 

coinpensation for providing a valuable service to Verizon customers. Montano Direct at 16. The 

46 47 C.F.R. 5 51.505(e); 
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Commission should decline Verizon’ s request. 

In fact, the categories of traffic that Verizon now defines as Voice Information Services 

Traffic fit completely the definition of “Reciprocal Compensation Traffic” that is the basis for 

the parties’ reciprocal compensation obligations. FCC rules define 

“Reciprocal Compensation” as an arrangement “in whch each of the two carriers receives 

compensation fkom the other carrier for the transport and termination on each carrier’s network 

facilities of telecommunications traffic that originates on the network facilities of the other 

Similarly, “Reciprocal Compensation Traffic” is defined in the proposed agreement 

as “[t]elecominunications traffic originated by a Customer of one Party on that Party’s network 

and terminated to a Customer of the other Party on that other Party’s network, except for 

Telecoinmunications traffic that is interstate or intrastate Exchange Access, Information Access, 

or exchange services for Exchange Access or Information A C C ~ S S . ” ~ ~  

Montan0 Direct at 16. 

The categories of traffic included in Verizon’s definition of “Voice Information Services 

Traffic” fit this definition: Whether the call is a “recorded voice announcement infoimation or 

[iiJ a vocal discussion program open to the public,” it is originated by a customer of one party on 

that party’s network and is terminated by a customer of the other party on that party’s network. 

Nor can the traffic be characterized as interstate or intrastate Exchange Access, Infomation 

Access, or exchange services for Exchange Access or Infomation Access. 

“Exchange Access” is defined in the Act as “the offering of access to telephone exchange 

services or facilities for the purpose of the origination OY termination of telephone toll 

Moreover, one component of the costs Verizon proposes to charge US LEC is not based on UNE 
rates and instead is a rate that has never been evaluated by this Convlzission--iiamely, the “other costs” component 
of Verizon’s transpoi-t penalty. 

47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.701(e). The FCC defines “teleconmiunications traffic” as “Telecommunications 
traffic exchanged between a LEG and a telecommunications call-ier other than a CMRS provider, except for 
telecommunications traffic that is interstate or intrastate exchange access, infomiation access, or exchange services 
for such access.” 47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.701(b)(l). 

47 

48 
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seyvice~.’~~~ The term has this same meaning for purposes of the parties’ exchange of traffic in 

Florida because they have defined it in their proposed agreement as having “the meaiing set 

forth in the As long as calls to Voice Infonnati-on Service providers are dialed on a local 

basis, they cannot be classified as “telephone toll services.” 

“Information Access” is not defined in the Act; rather, it is defined in the Modified Final 

Judgment as “the provision of specialized exchange telecommunications services by a BOC in an 

exchange area in connection with the origination, termination, transmission, switching, for- 

warding or routing of telecommunications traffic to or fiom the facilities of a provider of  

infomati on services . t752 

In tuin, “Information Services” is defined in the Act as “the offering of a capability for 

generating, acquiring, storing, transforming, processing, retrieving, utilizing, or making available 

information via telecommunications, and includes electronic publishing, but does not include any 

use of any such capability for the management, control, or operation of a telecommunications 

system or the management of a telecommunications service.’’ 53 

US LEC interprets these definitions to exclude calls to Voice Inforrnatioiz Service 

Providers, especially those providers who make available a service that offers “a vocal 

discussion program open to the public.” That traffic does not fit the definition of “Information 

Service” and it typically involves a call that is dialed on a local basis. Indeed, the New York 

Public Service Commission addressed the issue and concluded that calls to so-called “chatlines” 

that would fit Verizon’s proposed definition were eligible for reciprocal coi~ipensation.~~ 

Proposed Interconnection Agreement - Glossary tj 2.75. 
47 U.S.C. § 153(16) (emphasis added). 
Proposed Interconnection Agreement - Glossary 9 2.33. 
UnitedStates v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131,229 (D.D.C. 1982) (emphasis added). 

Pi-oceediizg oil Motion of the Comr-rzission to Reexamiize R s ~ i p r - o d  Coniperwatioiz, Docket No. 
99-(2-0529, Opiiziori arid Order. Gorzcerizing Rec@rocal Conzpeizsafion, Order No. 99-10 (N.Y. PSC Aug. 26, 1999). 

49 

50 

51  

53 47 U.S.C. 5 153(20). 
52 

54 
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Similarly, to the extent that US LEC provides service to a Voice Information Service 

Provider who offers a “recorded voice announcement information,” that service does not con- 

stitute “Infomation Access” because, by its terms, information access is defined as a service 

provided “by a BOC”. It does not apply when the service is provided by an ALEC. Nor is US 

LEC aware of any decision by the FCC or any state commission that holds that a call to. a 

recorded voice announcement is not eligible for reciprocal compensation. Verizon has cited no 

such autlioi-ity, aiid its attempt to bolster its unsupportable position by questioning US LEC’s 

witness at the Maryland hearing about whether callers to recorded voice announcements retrieve 

“information” (Md. Tr. at 245) does not alter this conclusion. 

This issue was resolved in US LEC’s favor in the August 30, 2002 South Carolinn 

Arbitration Decision. The South Carolina Commission found that “Verizon South’s request 

lacks a sound basis in law or fact,” and directed the parties to compensate each other for 

exchanging aiid teminating “Voice Information Services” traffic in accordance with US LEC’s 

proposal.55 Moreover, on September 13, 2002, the Pennsylvania ALJ siinilarly recommended 

US LEC’s position and clarified that the AL3’s “understanding of the current state of the law is 

that Voice Infonnatioii Services are subject to reciprocal compensation  obligation^."^^ This 

Commission should likewise reject Vei-izon’s unsubstantiated interpretation and endorse US 

LEC’ s position. 

The Wireline Bureau also addressed this issue, albeit in a more generalized fashion. 

Verlzon alleges here that Voice Information Services Traffic is excluded from the parties’ 

reciprocal compensation obligations because it is traffic that falls within the scope of Section 

55 Petition of US LEC of South Carolina h e .  for Arbitration of an Interconnectioiz Agreement with 
Verizon SOuth, IIZC.,  Docket No. 2002-181-C, Order on Arbitration, Order No. 2002-619, at 8, 12 (S,C. PSC Aug. 
30, 2002) (“South Carolina Arbitration Decision”). Verizoii’s South Carolina affiliate sought reconsideration of 
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251(g) of the Act and, pursuant to the FCC’s ISP Remand Order, all 251(g) traffic is excluded 

from reciprocal c~mpensat ion.~~ In its arbitration before the Wireline Bureau, Verizon’s 

affiliate, Verizon Virginia, sought to define its reciprocal compensation obligations in exactly the 

same way that Verizon does here-as excluding “interstate or intrastate Exchange Access, 

Information Access, or exchange services for Exchange Access or Information A c c ~ s s . ” ~ ~  

Verizon Virginia argued that all 251(g) traffic fell within those defined areas of traffic and, 

therefore, should be excluded automatically from its reciprocal compensation ~bligations.~’ The 

Wireline Bureau rejected Verizon Virginia’s argwnent, stating: “[wJ e disagree with Verizon’s 

assertion that every form of traffic listed in section 251(g) should be, excluded from section 

25 1 (b)(5) reciprocal In essence, the Wireline Bureau concluded that Verizon 

Virginia was relying entirely on the 251(g) arguments that had been rejected by the D.C. Circuit 

and “deche[d] to adopt Verizon Virginia’s contract proposals that appear to build on the logic 

that the court has now rejected.”‘* That reasoning applies with equal force here: to the extent 

that Verizon’ s argument against reciprocal compensation for Voice Information Services Traffic 

is predicated entirely on a faulty reading of the interplay between sections 25 l(b)(5) and 25 l(g), 

it should be rejected.G2 

that portion of the South Cnrolrrzn Arbitmtio17 Decision, and in a vote held on September 10, 2002, the South 
Carolina Coinmission denied the request. 

Peizizsyhania Recommended Decision at 19-2 1. 
Verizon Response at 17- 19. 
Conzpnre, ECC A&tr-alion Order. at 7 257, qziotiizg, Verizon Virginia’s Proposed Agreement to 

WorldCom, Part C, Interconnection Attach., 8 7.3. l., with, Verizon’s Proposed Agreement to US LEC, 
Interconnection Attachment 8 7.3.1. 

56 

57 

58 

FCC Arbitration Order- at 7 257. 
FCC Arbitration Order at 7 26 1. 
FCC Arbitration Order at 7 26 1. 
The Wireline Bureau did not reach the ultimate question of whether reciprocal compensation 

would be owed on calls to such infomiation service providers as, for example, time and temperature recordings on 
the grounds that the pai-ties agreed such sei-vices did not exist in Virginia and were not llkely to be offered. FCC 
Arbitrntioi? Order at 7 3 14. 

59 

60 

61 
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In addition, another flaw in Verizon’s efforts to exclude this category of tra€fic from the 

parties’ reciprocal compensation obligations is that there is no technically feasible, cost-effective 

way to  segregate the traffic from other traffic that unquestionably is eligible for reciprocal 

c~mpensation.“~ Montano Direct at 17-18. The calls at issue here have all the attributes of all 

other locally-dialed calls: they are dialed using either seven (7)  or ten (10) digit local numbers 

and, without any separate trunlcing, are transported over existing local interconnection trunks 

between US LEC and Verizon. Ex. 2 - US LEC’s Responses to Fla. PSC’s Second Set of 

Interrogatories (4-8) at 5.  Unlike intra- or interLATA toll traffic, which clearly is 

distinguishable, calls to so-called “Voice Information Service Providers” are indistinguishable 

froin all othex local traffic. Montano Direct at 18. 

Consequently, the only way to separate the traffic is to program switches to “flag” calls to 

an identified database of providers. Montano Direct at 18. This is not oiily expensive and fairly 

inaccurate, it also is intrusive (it would force US LEC to inquire into the proposed business plans 

of all new customers) and would slow the operation of US LEC’s switclies. Montano Direct at 

18.64 Moreover, even assuming that the technical issues regarding the call processing can be 

overcome, Verizon’s proposal ignores privacy concems that customers may raise about sharing 

infonnation about their business with other companies. Montano Direct at 18. 

63 

64 
See Pei~nsylvnrzin Recoi.ltmeiided Decision at 21. 
The North Carolina Staff addressed this issue, suggesting that although reciprocal compensation 

should apply to traffic (other than toll traffic) connecting end users with vocal discussion programs open to the 
public, it should not apply to traffic connecting an end user with recorded voice annouiicement information and toll 
traffic connecting end users with vocal discussion infoimation. Petition of US LEC of North CuroZina, Inc. for 
Arbitration with Yerizoiz South, Iiic., Pursuant to Section 252(b) of the Telecommuizicatiuris Act, Docket No. P-56 I,  
Sub 19, Proposed Recomniended Arbitration Order of the Public Staff, at 5-6 (NCUC Sept. 6, 2002) (“Nur~tlz 
Cfll.dii20 Staff Recoi~znze~tlZa~ioi~”). However, the Noi-th CaroIina Staff failed to consider or address the issue of the 
technical feasibility of segregating the excluded traffic from other traffic that unquestionably is eligible for 
reciprocal compensation, leaving it to the parties to figure out. US LEC disagrees with this aspect of the Staffs 
recommendation. 
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In short, there is no legal or factual basis to exclude what Verizon has defined as “Voice 

Information Services Traffic.” As such, the Coinmission should reject entirely Verizon’s request 

to identify aiid define “Voice Information Services Traffic” as a separate category of traffic. 

Section 2.75 of the Glossary should be eliminated from the proposed agreement and those 

sections purporting to exclude “Voice Infoimation Services Traffic” from the parties’ reciprocal 

compensation obligations should be revised accordingly. 

ISSUE 5:  Should the term “terminating party” or the term “receiving party” be 
employed for purposes of traffic measurement and bilIing over 
interconnection trunks? 

US LEC: ****The term “terminating party” should be employed. For billing, measuring, 
and engineering purposes, traffic is referred to as either originating or terminating. 
Thus, for any call under the agreement, there is an originating party served by an 
originating carrier and a terminating party served by a terminating tamer.**** 

Along with attempting to define a new category of traffic as exempt from reciprocal 

compensation-Voice Information Services Traffic-Verizon also seeks to change literally 

decades of common practice in the industry: the use of the term “terminating party” to indicate 

the carrier that terminates a call for purposes of traffic measurement aiid billing over intercon- 

nection t1111iId~ Verizon offers no persuasive argument in support of its proposal, which was 

rejected in both the South Carolina Arbitration Decision66 and by the North Carolina Staff.67 US 

LEC urges the Comnissioii to adopt its position here. 

Historically, and currently, traffic has been referred to as either origiiiatiiig or terminating 

for billing, measuring, and engineering purposes. Montano Direct at 20. Thus, in any call, there 

is an originating party served by an originating carrier and a terminating party served by a 

terminating carrier. Montano Direct at 20. Even in the proposed interconnection agreement, this 

Vel-izon Response at 20-22. 
South Carolina Arbitl-ation Decision at 15-17 (“This Commission can find no co&pelling reason 

65 

66 

in Verizon South’s position why its attempt to modify decades of industry practice should be accepted”). 
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tradition is, for the most part, continued. For example, in Section 7.2 of the proposed agreement, 

the parties agree that they will compensate each other for the “transport and termination” of  

Reciprocal Compensation Traffic. Montano at 2 1. .In turn, “Reciprocal Compensation” is 

defined with respect to the “transport and termination” of “Reciprocal Compensation Traffic”, 

whch, itself, is defined with re€erence to traffic that is “terminated on the other party’s 

Network.” Montano at 2 1. 

Against this long-standing historical backdrop, Verizon seeks to iiiterj ect the novel con- 

cept of a “receiving party”. Montano at 20. Thus, in various sections of the Interconnection 

Attaclvnent dealing with the delivery, measurement and billing of traffic, Verizon no longer 

refers to the delivery or measurement of traffic fkoin the “originating party” to the “terminating 

party”; rather, Verizon refers to traffic delivered fi-om the “originating party” to the “receiving 

party”. Verizon does not define the term “receiving party” and states that the only reason it 

wants to change this traditional designation is to respond to the FCC’s view that calls to ISPs do 

not terminate there? 

Therein lies the source of the problem. Indeed, twice now, the FCC has tried to carve out 

calls to ISPs fioin carriers’ Section 25 l(b)(5) compensation obligations by stating that calls to 

ISPs do not terminate there, and each time the D.C. Circuit has slapped the FCC’s administrative 

wrist and said ‘?IO? In fact, the D.C. Circuit has not found any of the FCC’s reasons for that 

conclusion to be persuasive. Thus, there remaiiis a distinct possibility that the FCC could 

coiiclude on its third oppoitunity to consider the issue that, in fact, for purposes of reciprocal 

compensation, calls to ISPs do terminate at the ISP. 

G7 North Carolina StuSfkecoilz172en~~tiolz at 7-9 (“Verizon’s efforts to substitute the tern1 ‘receiving 

Verizon Response at 20-22. 
party’ appears to be an effoi-t to achieve through linguistics what it has not been able to gain through litigation”), 

GB 
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In that event, if this Commission has ruled, or if US LEC has agreed, that calls to ISPs 

xe “received” by US LEC, but not “terminated” by US LEC, then given Verizon’s litigious 

history on this issue, Verizon is likely to pounce on that distinction and argue, yet again, that US 

LEC is not entitled to receive reciprocal compensation for terminating calls to ISPs. Montan0 

Direct at 22-23. The Commission should not sanction Verizon’s “shell game,” and should 

instead follow the lead of the South Carolina Commission and direct the parties to continue to 

use the term “terminating party” for billing, measurement, and compensation purposes 

throughout the agreement.69 

Indeed, Verizods affiliate raised these very points in the South Carolina arbitration with 

US LEC. The South Carolina Commission aclcnowledged Verizoii South’s c~ncems,~’ yet also 

concluded that the issue of reciprocal compensation for ISP traffic remained in doubt. In the 

interests of stability and certainty, and in order to avoid potential finther litigation, the South 

Carolina Coinmission wisely determined that the “exception” for ISP traffic should not be re- 

written to introduce “new and novel terms and c~ncepts.’”~ 

ISSUE 6: A) Should the parties pay reciprocal compensatiou for calls that originate in 
one local calling area and are delivered to a customer located in a different 
local calling area, if the NXX of the called number is associated with the 
same local calling area as the NXX of the calling number? 

B) Should the originating carrier be able to charge originating access on the 
traffic described in Issue 6(a)? 

US LEC: ****A) Yes. Whether a call is rated as local or toll for purposes of reciprocal 
compensation is based upon the NPA/NXX codes of the originating and 
tenninating ilumbers. There is no viable method in place for replacing this 
practice with one focused on the originating and terminating points of the 
call, Jic * * $: 

~~ 

See South Carolina Arbiti*ation Decision at 1 8 (“Verizon South’s proposal is without precedent 

Suuth Carolina Arbitration Decision at 17 - 18. 
South Carolilia AiMration Decision at 18. 

69 

and lacks merit”). 
70 

71 
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****B) No. Originating access charges should not apply for calls if the 
customers assigned the NPA/NXX’s are located outside of the local calling area 
to which the NXX is homed. The FCC recently rejected Verizon’s arguments and 
determined that carriers are entitled to receive reciprocal compensation for 
terminating such calls.**‘k* 

The Commission has previously ruled that the FCC has exclusive jurisdiction over 

intercarrier compensation for ISP-bound traffic, including ISP-bound traffic using Foreign 

Exchange (“FX”) arrangements similar to those in dispute here in Issue 6.72 Thus, this issue 

concems only voice traffic using FX-like arrangements. When this issue is limited to voice 

traffic, it is clear that the burdens of implementing Verizon’s proposed new system outweigh any 

conceivable benefits and, therefore, the Commission shouId reject Verizon’ s proposal. 

US LEC proposes that reciprocal compensation should apply to all non-ISP-bound calls 

that are rated and billed as local to the calling party, regardless of the physical location within the 

LATA of the ultimate called party, and that Verizon’s proposal to assess access charges for that 

traffic should be rejected. Montano Direct at 23-25. US LEC’s basic position is that the 

decades-old custom and practice in tlie industry of routing and rating a call is based on the 

originating and terminating NPA/NXX’s, and basing intercarrier compensation on those same 

factors should continue. Montano Direct at 24. 

Verizon proposes to change the historical rating and routing of calls based on NXX codes 

and asks the Commission to treat calls to FX and FX-like customers as toll calls, but only for the 

purpose of deteimining how US LEC and Verizon will compensate each other for transporting 

72 Investigation into appropnnte methods to compensate carriers for exchange of truflc subject to 
Section 251 of the Te~ecomr.rzeLizicetions Act of 1996, Docket No. 000075-TP (PHASE I), Order Approving 
Stipulation, Order No, PSC-02-0634-AS-TP (Fla. PSC May 7,2002). Verizon contends that the ISP Remand Order 
applies only to traffic to ISPs delivered to ISPs withiii tlie same local calling area as the calling pai-ty. Verizoii is 
wrong because the FCC did not distinguish “local” ISP-bound traffic from “non-loca1” ISP-bound traffic. In fact, the 
FCC repudiated its earlier distiiiction between “local” and “non-local” for all traffic. ISP Remand Order. at 1 34. 111 

fact, the ISP Reinand Ol-der makes clear that the new federal regime applies to all ISP-bound traffic: -“We conclude 
that this definition of ‘information access’ was meant to include a21 access traffic that was routed by a LEC ‘to or 
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and teminating these calls. Montan0 Direct at 25;  Haynes Rebuttal at 2.  On the other hand, 

Verizon does not propose to start billing its customers toll charges for these calls. Md. Tr. at 

483-4. Under Verizon’s unreasonable proposal, US -LEC would pay Verizon an originating 

access charge, but since Verizon does not bill its own customer (after all, to Verizon’s customer, 

the call is local), US LEC would not be paid any terminating access. This is hardly an equitable 

arrangeinelit and it is one that the Commission should decline to adopt. 

In support of its proposal to assess access charges for FX traffic, Verizon relies heavily 

on the Commission’s recent Reciprocd Compensation Order to argue that the question of the 

appropriate compensation for FX traffic is settled. Haynes Rebuttal at 9; Haynes Direct at 10-1 1. 

Verizon is wrong. In fact, the Commission specifically stated otherwise, concluding that while 

carriers may not be “obligated” to pay reciprocal compensation for FX traffic, the Commission 

would not “mandate a particular intercarrier compensation ineclimism” for FX traffic.73 Instead, 

the Commission found that: 

[slince non-ISP virtual NXWFX traffic volumes may be relatively 
small, and the costs of modifying the switching and billing systems to 
separate this traffic may be great, we find it is appropriate and best 
left to the parties to negotiate the best intercarrier conipensation 
mechanism to apply to virtual NXX/FX traffic in their individual 
interconnection agreements. 

The Commission explicitly stated that because the record before it did not include the 

factual iiifonnatioii necessaiy to make an assessment about whether reciprocal compensation or 

access charges should apply to virtual NXX traffic, the question would be “better left for parties 

to negotiate in individual interconnection agreemei~ts.’”~ Thus, US LEC acluiowledges that 

while the Commission has stated calls to virtual NXX customers located outside of the local 

from’ providers of infomation services, of which ISPs are a subset.” ISP Remand 07-der at 44 (emphasis added). 
Nowhere does the Order limit its regime to “local” ISP-bound traffic. 

Recipi-oca1 Conzpeizsation Order at 33. 73 
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calling area to which the NXX is assigned should not be considered local calls, the Commission 

has not resolved the issue of whether reciprocal compensation or access charges are payable on 

such traffic exchanged between two specific carriers. Montano Direct at 27. US LEC asks that 

the Commission do so in this proceeding with respect to non-ISP-bound traffic exchanged with 

Veiizon usiiig FX arrangements. 

There are a number of reasons why the Commission should reject Verizon’s proposal to 

assess access charges for FX traffic. First, the Commission should leave the present reciprocal 

compensation mechanism in place because, as far as the person calling such an FX service 

number is concerned, the call is indistinguishable fiom any other local call. Montano Rebuttal at 

10. Indeed, as the record in this case clearly shows: Verizon admits that calls to FX customers 

are indistinguishable fiom other local calls from their billing system’s perspective (Haynes 

Rebuttal at 2; Ex. 3 - Verizon Responses to Staffs First Set of Interrogatories at 8; FCC 

Arbitration Order at 7 300); admits that an FX call is handled and routed the sane as any other 

local call (Haynes Rebuttal at 1); admits that the physical location of the terminating party has no 

impact on the costs it incurs to transport a call (Haynes Rebuttal at 12); and admits to having 

billed and collected reciprocal compensation from ALECs for calls from ALEC customers to 

Verizon’s FX and FX-like customers. Haynes Rebuttal at 5; Ex. 3 - Verizon Responses to 

Staffs First Set of Inten-ogatories at 8. Indeed, since switching and billing systems cannot 

distinguish between calls to a “virtual NXX” from calls to a “physical NXX”, rating codes have 

traditionally been used for intercamier compensation purposes. Montano Rebuttal at 9. 

Not oiily does the call appear isdistinguishable from any other locally-dialed call, but 

because Verizon’s responsibilities in delivering such calls are the same as for any other local 

call, its incurs no additional costs in delivering traffic destined to a US LEC FX customer. 



Montano Direct at 33; Haynes Rebuttal at 12. Under its FX service arrangement, when a US 

LEC customer calls a Verizon customer, US LEC must transport that call to the P and incur the 

related switching and transport expenses. US LEC then hands the call off to Verizon, and froin 

that point, Verizon is solely responsible for the transport and termination of the call to the called 

customer. See Montano Rebuttal at 12. The reverse is true when the call travels in the opposite 

direction. Whenever a Verizon customer calls a US LEC customer, Verizon must incur the 

expenses oiily on its side of the IP. See Montano Rebuttal at 12. Because all traffic routed from 

Verizon to US LEC must pass through the IP, from a network, routing, and cost perspective, it 

makes no difference to Verizon where tlie US LEC customer is located. Montano Direct at 24- 

25; Md. Tr. at 345-8. When Verizon delivers a call to US LEC, Verizon must deliver the call to 

tlie same location and, therefore, incurs the same transport and switching expenses whether the 

US LEC customer is located 10 feet or 10 iiiiles from the IP. Md. Tr. at 476-81. Likewise, it 

makes no difference to US LEC where the Verizon customer is located. Because Verizon incurs 

no additional costs when it exchanges FX traffic with US LEC, the compensation structure 

should be the same as it would be when the US LEC customer has a physical presence. That 

Compensation structure requires the originating carrier - in this case Verizon - to compensate 

the terminating cai-rier, US LEC. 

It should also be noted that Verizoii itself successfully markets a similar service. US 

LEC’s FX service is similar to Verizon’s FX products, in that both products provide local 

numbers outside of the local calliiig area of an end user. Montano Rebuttal at 14. The similarity 

of the parties’ respective FX service offerings is critical for two reasons. First, the similarity 

shows the absurdity of Verizon’s argument that US LEC is “gaining the system” by providing 

FX and FX-like service but Verizon is not. Md. Ti-. at 489-92. Second, the similarity is 
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important because Verizon gives the misguided impression that it is providing some kind of  

service for which it is not receiving any compensation when, in fact, that simply is not the case. 

Indeed, quite the opposite is true. See Haynes Direct -at 12. Under a FX service arrangement, 

when Verizoii’ s customer originates the call, Verizon is compensated by its originating customer 

(through tlie monthly fee for service) for taking the call and handing it off to US LEC who then 

bills Verizon for the services it performs for Verizon’s customer in terminating the call.75 

Montaiio Direct at 36. Conversely, when US LEC’s customer originates the call, US LEC is 

compensated by its originating customer (through the monthly fee for service) for taking the call 

and handing it off to Verizon, who then bills US LEC for the services its performsfor US LEC’s 

custo~ner in terminating the call. The fact that Verizon and US LEC also receive compensation 

from their FX customers for the FX portion of the services they provide (Md. Tr. at 266, 272, 

278, 353-4, 425-6) has no impact whatsoever on the services that US LEC and Verizon perform 

for each other. 

The inequity of Verizon’s proposal is hrtlier complicated by the simple fact that, unlike 

the requirement in the Act that reciprocal compensation charges must be cost-based, Verizon’s 

originating and terminating access charges have no such statutory limitation and, as a result, are 

priced significantly above cost. Montano Direct at 34-35. There is plainly no sustainable basis 

to require US LEC to pay Verizon above-cost access charges, and to deny compensation to US 

LEC, when Verizon incurs no additional costs to justify receipt of access charges, and US LEC 

provides the same termination functions whether a customer’s presence in a pai-ticular calling 

area is virtual or physical. Montano Direct at 35. 

TSR WireEess at 7 34. (“Under tlie Commission’s regulations, the cost of the facilities used to 
deliver this traffic is the originating carrier’s responsibility because these facilities are part of &e originatlng 
carrier’s network. The originating carrier recovers the casts of these facilities through the rates it charges its own 
customers for making calls.”) 

75 
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Another Verizon argument is predicated entirely on the unsupported allegation that US 

LEC improperly bills Verizon for reciprocal compensation for an interLATA FX call, despite the 

utter lack of any evidentiary support in the record for . -  that proposition. Haynes Direct at 18. 

Verizon highlights US LEC’s “Local Toll Free Service” as the epitome of all that is wrong with 

US LEC’s FX service and its proposal to base the parties’ intercmier compensation obligations 

on the NPA/NXX’s of the originating and terminating parties. Haynes Direct at 18; Md. Tr. at 

283-323. Yet as Ms. Montano has patiently explained, US LEC’s Local To11 Free Service is 

tariffed as a long distance service, not a local service (Montano Rebuttal at 12; Md. Tr. at 295-6), 

and it is provisioned differently from a traditional FX service.76 Moreover, as Mr. Haynes 

admitted at the Maryland hearing, Verizon may provide the same type of interLATA service to 

its customers through remote call fo~warding.~~ Md. Tr. at 440-2, 446-7, 454-5. Perhaps even 

inore importantly, Verizon has demonstrated that it currently bills ALECs reciprocal 

compensation for calls terminating to those interLATA customers. Md. Tr. at 443, 447, 454-6. 

Thus, because Verizon itself engages in the very practice of which it complains, Verizon’s cries 

of arbitrage are inherently suspect.78 

The Wireline Bureau recently rejected Verizoii’ s efforts to change this standard industry 

practice. 111 that proceeding, the position of Verizon’s affiliate was summarized as follows: 

See Md. TI-. at 295-96: Q. Ms. Montano, do you have a situation where you would receive a call 
at your switch liere, for this customer Z in Columbia, South Carolma, assigned a nuniber associated with Essex? I 
don’t ask in particular, but for example, do you offer service like that? 

A. The long distance portion of my company does, yes. We provide it pursuant to our long distance 
tariffs. 

Q. So US LEC does provide the service like the one I’ve drawn on the board? Is that correct? 
A. We provide a seivice where a customer in Columbia, South Carolina could have a number in 

Maryland. Is teiininated as a local call by an originating network to us, is a local call that t e d n a t e s  there. [sic] We 
then remote call forward the call on our long distance network and we charge the customer a long distance charge 
for that call. 

MI-. Haynes distinguished remote call forwarding from an FX service on the basis of the 
“significant network differences involved.” Md. Tr. at 454. Thus it appears that Mr. Haynes would have to agree 
that US LEC’s Local Toll Free Service, which utilizes remote call forwarding (Md. Tr. at 295, 301, 343-4), is also 
different froin ai1 FX product. 

76 
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Verizon objects to the petitioners’ call rating regime 
because it allows thein to provide a virtual foreign exchange 
(“virtual FX”} service that obligates Verizon to pay reciprocal 
compensation, while denying it access revenues, for calls that go 
between Verizon’s legacy rate centers. This virtual FX service 
also denies Verizon the toll revenues that it would have received if 
it had transported these calls entirely on its own network as intra- 
LATA toll traffic. Verizon argues simply that “toll” rating should 
be accomplished by comparing the geographical locations of the 
starting and ending points of a call.” 

Fundamentally, these are the same arguments that Verizon has made in this case. 

Montano Direct at 32; Md. Tr. at 504-12. Similarly, the CLECs/ALECs articulated the s m e  

arguments before the Wireline Bureau that US LEC presents to this Commission. For example, 

they argued that calls to FX customers are indistinguishable fiom other calls that terminate 

within the local calling area8’ and it would be difficult and costly to segregate that traffic. 

Considering all the arguments made by the parties, the Wireline Bureau rejected Verizon’s 

effort to change the way carriers compensate each other for exchanging FX traffic. The Wireline 

Bureau stated its conclusion as follows: 

We agree with the petitioners that Verizon has .offered no viable 
altemative to the current system, under which caniers rate calls by 
comparing the originating and terminating NPA-NXX codes. We 
therefore accept the petitioners ’ proposed language and reject 
Verizorz ’s language that would rate calls according to their 
geographical end points. Verizon concedes that NFA-NXX rating is the 
established compensation mechanism not only for itself, but industry- 
wide. The parties all agree that rating calls by their geographical starting 
and ending points raises billing and technical issues that have no 
concrete, workable solutions at this time? (emphasis added). 

In light of the recent FCC Arbitration Order which, by its terms, interpreted and applied 

the FCC’s own rules, US LEC is hard-pressed to understand how Verizon can claim that federal 

See Md. TI-. at 491-2 (Mr. Haynes attempting to distinguish Verizon’s actions from US LEC’s). 
FCC Arbitrntiorz Order. at 7 286. 
FCCArbifration Order. at 7 300. 
FCC Arbitration Order at 7 30 1. 
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law does not pennit the parties to pay each other reciprocal compensation for transporting and 

terminating FX traffic. Even more fundamentally, it is inconceivable that Verizon can wholly 

ignore the coiiclusions enunciated in the FCC Arbitvation Order and claim that it has no impact 

here!’ 

It should also be noted that in arguing its position to this Commission, Verizon relies on 

the rejected analysis found in the unrelated ISP Remand Order (Haynes Direct at lo), and makes 

only a half-hearted attempt to distinguish the more recent FCC Arbitration Order that is directly 

on point. Haynes Direct at 21. To be sure, the D.C. Circuit did not vacate the ISP Remand 

Order, but it plainly rejected the very legal analysis that Verizon relies upon here-that 

reciprocal compensation does not apply to traffic identified in section 25 1 (g) of the Telecom 

The D.C. Circuit declined to accept the FCC’s reasoning and this Commission should 

decline to accept it as well. Thus, when confronted with “dueling federal authorities”, as is the 

case here, US LEC submits that the valid, binding detenninations of the Wireline Bureau, which 

Verizon apparently has agreed to accept in Virginia, should take precedence. 

Verizon also cites to an FCC case in which AT&T allegedly could have routed calls fkom 

Charleston, South Carolina to Atlanta, Georgia so that a caller in Charleston would appear to be 

making a local call, even though it was answered in Georgia. Haynes Direct at 8-9. In that case, 

the FCC iuled that an inteAATA FX call was not a local call for the purposes of compensation 

and, thus, access charges were due. Montano Rebuttal at 14-15. However, Verizon does not 

mention that, in the context of intraLATA FX calls-the types of  calls that are at issue here-it 

What makes Verizon’s position here especially disingenuous is that in its affiliate’s recent filmg at 
the FCC seeking authority to offer interLATA toll services in Virginia pursuant to section 271 of the Act, Verizon 
states that it will abide by the terms of the Arbitration Order. 

Similarly, the Wirelhe Bureau rejected Verizon Virginia’s proposed definition of reciprocal 
compensation traffic, which defined that traffic as any traffic except, among other categories, information access 
traffic. FCC Arbitration Order. at 7 261. 
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argued to the FCC that “intraLATA FX service is a type of local exchange service.”84 Moreover, 

Verizon’s example is not applicable here because the portioii of the AT&T case that Verizon 

refers to dealt with an intersfate interLATA FX service. Montano Rebuttal at 15. That is an 

extreme example that is not at all comparable to US LEC’s practice of assigning an FX number 

to a customer within the same LATA, as is the case in this proceeding. Montano Rebuttal at 15. 

Nor is it comparable to US LEC’s Local Toll Free service, which is described in US LEC’s tariff 

as a foim of remote call forwarding. Montano Rebuttal at 15. 

The Wireline Bureau does not stand alone in reaching the conclusion that Verizon’s 

proposal should be rejected under federal law.85 Several state commissioiis, when confronted 

with the same arguments that Verizon makes here, have reached the same result articulated in tlie 

FCC Arbitration Order. For example, the Kentucky Public Service Commission found that a 

CLEC/ALEC’s FX service should be treated the same as BellSouth’s FX service, and both 

services should be treated as local traffic: 

Both utilities offer a local telephone number to a person 
residing outside the local calling area. BellSouth’s service is 
called foreign exchange C“FX’’) service and Level 3’s service is 
called virtual NXX service. The traffic in question is dialed as a 
local call by the calling party. BellSouth agrees that it rates 
foreign exchange traffic as local traffic for retail purposes. These 
calls are billed to customers as local traffic. If they were treated 
differently here, BellSouth would be required to track all phone 
iiuinbers that are foreign exchange or virtual NXX type service and 

AT&T Co7-p. v. Bell Atluntic-PeiznsyEvnizin, 14 FCC Rcd 556,  589, 776 (1998), reconsidemtion 
denied, 15 FCC Rcd 7467 (2000). 

The North Carolina Staff Reconmendation favors US LEC’s position on this issue, consistent 
with prior decisions authorizing reciprocal compensation payments on NXX calls where both customers are located 
within the same LATA. North Cardina St~~Recommendutioiz at 8-9. Although North Carolina Staffs position is 
that US LEC must provide “traditional FX” service, the North Carolina Commission has never adopted this position. 
In any event, as tlie record reveals (Md. Tr. at 370, 380), US LEC clearly satisfies that requirement: it provides a 
dedicated facility between its switch and its FX customer. US LEC’s service therefore meets the definition used by 
the North Carolina Commission in its MCI Reconzmerzded Arbitration Order-. See Petztion of MCImletro Access 
Transmission Services, LLC for  Arbitrntim of Certain Terms and Conditions of Proposed Agreement with BellSouth 
Teleco nzni LL n ica t io ns, IIZ c . Co IZ c e m  iizg .In terco IZ i z  ect io IZ B n d Res a le Under the Teleco nzm un ica t io ns Act of I 996, 
Docket No. P-474, Sub 10, Recommended Arbitration Order, at 73-74 (NCUC Apr. 3, 2001) (“MU Recommended 
Arbitration Order”). 
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remove these from what would otherwise be considered local calls 
€or which reciprocal compensation is due. This practice would be 
umeasonable given the historical treatment of foreign exchange 
traffic as local traffic. 

Accordingly, the Commission finds that foreign exchange 
and virtual NXX services should be considered local traffic when 
the customer is physically located within the same LATA a[s] the 
calling area with which the telephone number is associated.86 

These decisions are consistent with the results reached by the North Carolina Utilities 

Commission87 and the Michigan Public Service Commission on a number of occasions. Each 

time, the Michigan Commission has decided not to reclassify foreign exchange service as non- 

local exchange traffic exempt fi-om reciprocal compensation requirements.88 

Furthermore, the public interest is seived by adopting US LEC’s position and would be 

harmed by adopting Verizon’s. First, requiring US LEC to pay access charges for FX traffic 

would increase costs to businesses and their customers. Venzon does not propose to bill its own 

subscribers toll rates for calls to customers using US LEC’s virtual NXX arrangements. Haynes 

Rebuttal at 5; Md. Tr. at 483-4. Instead, those toll charges would be assessed against US LEC. 

US LEC, in tuiii, would be forced to recover those charges from its FX customers. Those 

customers will have to raise rates that they charge their own customers that rely upon FX 

arrangements to access businesses. 

Petition of Level 3 Coinmunications, LLC for Arbitration with BellSouth Telecom~aunicntioizs, Inc. 
Pui-marit to Section 252(b) of the Commuizications Act of 1934, us Amended by the Telecommunications Act of 
1996, Case No. 2000-404, Order, at 7 (Ky. PSC Mar. 14, 2001). 

86 

MCI Recommeizded Arbitsation Order ai 67-74. 
TDSMetrocorn, Irzc., Case No. U-12952, Opinion and Order (Mich. PSC Sept. 7, 2001), 2001 WL 

133 5639; Application ?f Ameritech Michigan to r e w e  its reciprocal conipmsatiorz mates and rate structure and to 
exempt foreign exchange service fiorn paymen f of reciprocal compensation, Case No. U- 12696, Opinion and Order 
(Mich. PSC Jan. 23, 2007); Petitio17 of Level 3 Cor.lzi~iuizicatioizs, LLC for Arbitrution Pursuant to Section 252(b) of 
the Federal Telecomnztinications Act of I996 to Establish un Interconnection Agreement with Amsriteclz Michigan, 
Case No. U-12460, Opinion and Order (Mich. PSC Oct. 24, 2000); Petition of Coast to Coast Telecommurzicntions, 
Iizc. -fur asbifi-ation of intercorznectiori rates, terms, conditions, and related arrangements with ,Michigan Bell 
Telephone Coinpnny, d/b/a Ameritecb Mickignn, Case No. U-12382, Order Adopting Arbitrated Agreement (Mich. 
PSC Aug. 17, 2000); Complaint of Glendu Bierman against CentziiyTeZ of Michigan, Inc. d/b/a CeiTturyTel, Opinion 
and Order, Case No. U-11821 (Mich. PSC Apl-. 12, 1999). 
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Verizon proposes to “fix” the historical system of rating calls - a system that is not 

broken. Montano Rebuttal at 19. In the first place, it is crystal clear from the record that the 

“fix”, which involves creating a database of FX customers, conducting traffic studies and then 

estimating the amount of traffic that is terminating to FX subscribers, is entirely intrusive, 

unworkable and expensive. Montano Rebuttal at 19. As Mr. Haynes admitted, the billing 

systeni “has to be told separately that it’s outside the local calling area because it doesn’t know 

that.” Md. Tr. at 495. Thus, the ‘‘fix’’ would require both parties to inquire fi-om its customers 

how they intend to utilize the services they purchase and where they intend to locate a11 of their 

fa~ilities.’~ Montano RebuttaI at 19-20. It distinguishes traffic based solely on the location of 

the end user. It is dependent upon shifting customer bases, shifting traffic patterns, estimates of 

traffic and unworkable algorithms. It would require both parties to add wholly unnecessary steps 

and processes to an already cumbersome billing process. As M i  Hayiies admitted, “it is not a 

simple matter ovemight to nialce [the fix] work tomorrow.” Md. Tr. at 484-5. Clearly, given that 

US LEC has only 17 FX customers in Verizods territory in Florida, the cost to US LEC of 

Verizon’s “fix” is likely to be substantially more expensive than the amount of reciprocal 

compensation and other revenue that US LEC receives from its FX customers and the traffic they 

generate. Montano Rebuttal at 20. 

Critically, Verizods contract proposal does not iiiclude or define the proposed “fix” 

about which Mr. Haynes testified. Montano Rebuttal at 20. Equally critical to resolution of this 

issue is that nothing in the record demonstrates that Verizoii’s ‘‘fix’’ actually works, as evidenced 

by the fact that Verizon has been discussing a “fix” for over a year. Montano Rebuttal at 20. 

But, nowhere does Verizon state that its “fix” has been implemented, is functioning smoothly 

and is accurate, or has been reviewed by a state commission. Montano Rebuttal at 20. 

A customer can have facilities in many locations, not all of which would utilize FX arrangements. 89 
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Missing entirely from Verizon’s argument is the acknowledgement that there is a clear, 

irreconcilable conflict between Verizon’ s proposed contract language and its alleged Yix” that i t  

wants to implement to distinguish between calls to FX subscribers and local calls. Montano 

Rebuttal at 20. Verizon’s contract language states that reciprocal compensation will be paid 

based on the originating and terminating end-points of the call. Montano Rebuttal at 20. In 

contrast, Verizon’s proposed “fix” has nothing to do with the beginning and end-points of a call; 

rather, like the compensation system it seeks to replace,”” it still relies on the NPALNXX of the 

called party. Montano Rebuttal at 20-21. The Commission should follow the lead of the FCC 

and adopt US LEC’s proposed language. 

In the end, Verizon’s proposal is little more than an effort to foist additional costs on US 

LEC and other ALECs. As such, the Commission should adopt US LEC’s proposal because it 

facilitates one of the fundamental goals of the Act - the deployment of competition. The use of 

FX services has enabled AEECs to provide end users with attractive local services throughout 

the state, including lightly populated areas. Verizoii seeks to roll back this opportunity, which 

would result iii increased toll charges to consumers and/or increased charges or equipment costs 

imposed upon ALECs. Verizon’s proposal would make it more difficult for ALECs to provide 

competitive services, especially in sparsely populated areas. This is not in the best interests of 

the citizens of Florida. The Cornniission should adopt US LEC’s position 011 Issue 6. 

ISSUE 7: What compensation framework should govern the parties exchange of ISP- 
bound traffic in the event the interim compensation framework set forth in 
the FCC’s Internet Order is vacated or reversed on appeal? 

US LEC: ****In the event the FCC’s interim compensation fi-ainework is vacated or 
reversed, the parties should continue to compensate each other at the rates set 

Indeed, at the Maryland hearing, Mr. Haynes adnlitted that carriers look to the NPANXXs of the 
calling and called parties to rate and route calls. Md. Tr. at 474-6. He also admitted that the billing system was 
designed to rate calls based on this NPANXX comparison. Md. Tr. at 476. 
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forth in the FCC’s ISP Remand Order, but waive any other terms and conditions 
of that Order (e.g., the growth caps and new market restrictions).**** 

Issue 7 addresses the question of what compensation arrangement should govem the 

parties’ exchange and termination of ISP-bound traffic in the event the compensation framework 

in the FCC’s ISP Remand Order is vacated or reversed on appeal. US LEC suggests that, in the 

event that portion of the ISP Remand Order is vacated or reversed on appeal, then the parties 

should continue to compensate each other at the rates set forth in the Order, but waive any other 

terms and conditions of that Order (e.g., the growth caps and new market restrictions). Montan0 

Direct at 40-41. Verizon, on the other hand, contends that if the compensation fiamework is 

vacated or reversed, then the parties should have to negotiate and, if necessary, arbitrate a new 

cornpensatioii frameworks9’ Given the extensive litigation over this issue that already has 

occupied this Commission, such a prospect is daunting, at best. 

Unlike the CLECs/ALECs that were parties in the recent arbitration before the Wireline 

Bureau, US LEC is not arguing for a retum to state rates or for an expensive, retroactive, true-up 

in the event the compensation framework goveming ISP-bound traffic is vacated or reversed.g2 

Instead, in the interests of certainty and stability, and in order to avoid expensive and time- 

consuming negotiations and litigation, US LEC is willing to forego the opportunity to be 

compensated at state rates and proposes that the parties accept the rate structure-but not the 

limitations on growth and new markets-set forth in the ISP Remand Order for the balance of 

the teim of the agreement, or until the FCC imposes a permanent rate structure goveming that 

traffic. Moiitano Direct at 40. 

91 Verizon Response at 3 1-32. 
For this reason, the Wireline Bureau’s conclusion in the arbitration-that the parties’ standard 92 

change of law provisions should govern-should be disregarded here. 
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Verizon declined US LEC’s offer of compromise and refuses to address the issue in the 

agreement at all. Montano Direct at 40. Evidently, Verizon prefers instead to engage in lengthy 

negotiations and, most likely extensive litigation, with US LEC in order to fix obligations that 

can, and should be addressed at this stage of the proceeding. Montano Direct at 40. 

Given the long battles between ALECs and Verizon over compensation for ISP-bound 

traffic that have been waged for years in Florida, US LEC sees Verizon’s position as ensuring 

months of hi t less  negotiations and possibly additional years of litigation over US LEC’s 

entitlement to a payment stream that this Commission has held in the past was proper. Instead, 

US LEC submits that the proposed compromise-a certain rate structure guaranteed for the life 

of the contract-is a vastly superior alternative and should be adopted by the Cormnission. 

ISSUE 8: Under what circumstances, if any, should tariffed charges which take effect 
after the agreement becomes effective, take precedence over non-tariffed 
charges previously established in the agreement for the same or similar 
services or facilities? 

US LEC: ****Noii-tariffed charges must remain fixed for the term of tlie agreement, unless 
changed pursuant to a valid Commission order. A carrier should not have 
unbridled discretion to modify its rates at will, particularly those rates that are 
reflected in the parties’ interconnection agreement.**** 

The issue raised is whether Verizon should be permitted to change its non-tariffed 

charges during the term of tlie agreement, or must such charges remain fixed for the entire tenn. 

US LEC submits that tariffed charges should be permitted to change during the term of the 

agreement due to changes in applicable tariffs, however, non-tariffed charges-i. e., charges fixed 

in the agreement and not subject to any tariff-must remain fixed for the term of the agreement. 

US LEC’s position was adopted by the South Carolina Coiimission, which found Verizon 

South’s proposal “unpersuasive” and directed the parties to incorporate US LEC’s proposed 
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language in their interconnection agreement.93 US LEC urges the Commission to likewise reject 

Verizon’ s unreasonable proposal. 

Verizon seeks the unrestricted ability to modify rates that the parties have agreed to in the 

agreement through subsequent tariff filings that would supercede the rates in the agreement. 

According to Section 1.5 of the proposed Pricing Attachlent, Verizon reserves the right. to 

supercede any rates ( i e . ,  both tariffed rates and non-tariffed rates) set forth in the parties’ 

agreement with tariffed rates that are put in place after the parties have executed the agreement. 

Although Verizon claims that it is not free to modify its tariffed rates generally because 

such changes take place only after they are submitted to the Commission before they are 

effectuated or emerge as a result of generic proceedings in which interested parties are able to 

participate in the review process (Verizon Response to US LEC Petition at 34), Verizon’s 

justification is not convincing. Verizon fails to recognize the considerable burden, both in terms 

of financial cost and in diversion of personnel whose resources would otherwise be devoted to 

more pressing matters, that is placed on ALECs to dispute a particular rate proposal. The entire 

process uiidennines the purpose of having a binding interconnection agreement that provides 

relative pricing certainty to the parties in the first instance. Montan0 Direct at 43-44. 

In addition to the US LECNerizon South Carolina arbitration, this issue was addressed in 

the recent arbitration before the Wireline Bureau. In that case, Verizon argued, as it does here, 

for the right to supercede any price by filing a subsequent tariff. WorldCom pointed out that, 

among other problems, pemitting Verizoiz to supercede negotiated prices with subsequent tariffs 

shifts the burden of proof from Verizoii (which has the burden of proving reasonableness of its 

South Carolina Arbitration Decision at 3 1-33. The North Carolinn Staf Recommendation 93 

similarly suggests that US LEC’s position be adopted. North Carolina StaffRecommerzdation at 13. 
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rates in a negotiated interconnection agreement) to a CLEC/ALEC (whch must prove that a filed 

tariff should be rejected). 94 

The Wireline Bureau “rej ect[ed] Verizoii’s proposed language because it would allow for 

tariffed rates to replace automatically the rates arbitrated in this proceeding. Thus, rates 

approved or allowed to go into effect by the Virginia Commission would supercede rates 

arbitrated under the federal Act.”95 Instead, the FCC adopted WorldCom’s language that would 

permit tariff revisions that “materially and adversely” affect the negotiated terms of the agree- 

ment to become effective only upon tlie parties’ written consent or upon the affirmative order of 

the Virginia Comiission.96 

Here, US LEC submits that non-tariffed rates that the parties have negotiated, or that 

have been fixed by the Commission, should be fixed for the temi of the agreement (with the 

exception of rates that must be modified due to changes in Applicable Law, which are addressed 

in other sections of the agreement). The Commission should reject Verizon’s proposal. 

CONCLUSION 

For tlie reasons set forth herein, the Commission should adopt US LEC’s proposed 

resolution of each unresolved issue and reject Verizon’s proposed language. In each instance, 

the resolution advocated by US LEC (a) implements the statutory rights and duties imposed by 

tlie Act, as interpreted by the FCC and this Commission, (b) maintains widespread and long-held 

customs and practices within the telecommunications industry, and (c) advances and encourages 

the development of true competition in the market for local exchange services. 

FCC Arbitratio17 Order at fi 592. This ruling was cited and discussed by the South Carolina 

FCC Arbitration Order at 600. 
FCC Arbitration Order at 7 590. 

94 

Commission in connection with its i-ulirig in US LEC’s favor. Soutlz Carolina Arbitration Decision at 32-33. 
95 

96 
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